To

☑ The Principal of all the dental institution in the country

Sub: Teaching Experience gained in the foreign institutions – Consideration of

Sir/Madam,

I am directed to say that the Executive Committee of the DCI in its meeting held on 22.1.2021 has considered the various representations/letters/queries from different candidates for consideration of their teaching experience gained at foreign dental institution. The Executive Committee also considered its earlier decisions taken on 10.6.2020 and its subsequent meetings accepted the recommendations of the Sub-Committee (4.3.2020) for not considering the foreign teaching experience gained by the candidates henceforth. The Executive Committee, in view of the these factual and legal aspects of the matter reviewed its earlier aforesaid decisions of the E.C. meetings, and after discussion & deliberation decided that any foreign teaching experience gained by any Indian citizen at any foreign dental institution, shall continue to be governed by the earlier circular No.DE-194-2011/A6426 dated 31.10.2011(copy enclosed), till any further new guidelines is approved by the General Body of the Council.

Yours faithfully,

(Puneet Bansal)
Assistant Secretary
Dental Council of India

Encls: As above

CC:-
1. The Acting President, Dental Council of India
2. DE-55-2020/Executive Committee – 22.1.2021 – Item No.1&2
To

The Principal of all the dental institutions in the country

Sub: Teaching Experience gained in the foreign institutions – Consideration of

Sir/Madam,

I am directed to say that the General Body of the DCI in its meeting held on 24th & 25th September, 2011 considered the recommendations of the Executive Committee (6.9.2011) in regard to the teaching experience gained in the foreign dental institutions and after discussion and deliberation decided to accept the following recommendations of the Executive Committee (6.9.2011) with few modifications as under:

The Executive Committee after discussion and deliberation decided that the foreign teaching experience claimed by any dental faculty possessing recognized dental qualification, need not apply to the DCI to obtain separate approval letter, his/her foreign teaching experience may be considered by the Council at the time of inspection, as and when, conducted by the DCI. The college authority has to furnish the following documents/details pertaining to his/her foreign teaching experience, to the concerned inspectors/visitors at the time of physical inspection. A circular to all the colleges in this regard may be circulated and place in the DCI’s Website also.

1. All the documents and Teaching Experience Certificate should be certified by the Indian Embassy situated in that country.

Or

2. An affidavit duly notarized from the applicant mentioning that the applicant has worked in the concerned institution (mention the name of the Institution) situated at outside country during the period (period to be mentioned) as full time dental faculty to teach dental students and the documents as furnished to the DCI in this regard are in order in all aspects and the applicant shall take all the responsibility in case of documents/information as furnished by him/her are not in order and DCI may take any legal action in the matter.

3. Copy of all pages of passport duly attested by Gazetted Officer.

4. Copy of Visa duly attested by Gazetted Officer.

5. Copy of certificates of UG/PG qualification duly attested by Gazetted Officer.

6. A certificate from the competent authority confirming the status of institution in the Country from which the Indian citizen has obtained the teaching experience whether is a recognized/approved Institution for the purpose of imparting dental education and practice in that country.

With the above, the decision of the Council is communicated for your information and necessary action.

Yours faithfully,

(Col. Retd.) Dr. S.K. Ojha

Officiating Secretary

Dental Council of India

CC-

1. The President, Dental Council of India, New Delhi